In the following a framework is suggested for assessing the quality of modalities and their combinations. It is based on models for the total quality of given modalities together with their perceptually important parameters. The modcls can either be based on two input signals consisting of a reference and its encoded/decoded representation, as exemplified in 111 for speech, or a single input signal just consisting of the latter one.
A quality model for a single modality (Fig. 3) can be structured in three layers. The first layer receives either the above two or one input signals and estimates, based on a perceptual model, a selection of parameters that can be used in the second layer for the estimation of the perceptually important parameters from which the total quality measure is derived in the third layer. A speech coding example of this model is given in [SI. Such models require design based on subjective tests and factor analysis.
In Fig. 4 a possible multimedia quality assessment model is shown, which delivers a selection of variables for audio-and video-system analysis. PVAN are the perceptually most important v;lriables for audiohide0 and TQAN are the corresponding total quality of audiohideo. All these are independent characterizations of audiohideo.
The variables PVMMAN describe the most important multimedia perceptual va+kdAes for audio and vidco. Accordingly, the measures TQMMA/V describe the total quality of audiohideo, and finally TQMM describes the total quality of the multimedia system, taking into account simultaneous audio and video. The construction of such models represents substantial efforts, but this might be necessary to carry out sitnultaneous optimization of the modalities in multimedia systems. 
